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Get it now

Diamond life

Is it only the rich who can have fun
in Monaco? We find out on 938LIVE’s
Boarding Pass in The Culture Cafe
today, 4.30pm to 6pm.

The insider
Travel deals and steals
Chan Brothers Travel Celebration
Sale and Cruise Fair
To celebrate winning the Best Travel
Agency in Singapore at the recent
TTG Travel Awards, Chan Brothers

Chan Brothers
Worldwide Cruise
Fair offers deals
to Alaska.

Travel is having a sale at the Chan
Brothers Travel Powerhouse at
Fook Hai Building from tomorrow to
Sunday. Pick up travel deals such as
the 8D Adelaide, Kangaroo Island and
Fleurieu Peninsula Self-drive Convoy
package from S$1,998 and get up to 50
per cent off for the second traveller.
In addition, you stand to win instant
prizes such as cruise holidays and
beauty treatments.
The company is also running a
Worldwide Cruise Fair from today
until Sunday at Marina Square Level
2 Linkbridge Atrium. Check out
offers such as the 12D/17D Alaska &
Canadian Rockies Cruise Tour priced
from S$4,688 (where you can enjoy
S$1,500 off per cabin). Admission to
both events is free.
Get 30 per cent off Furama hotels
Looking for a year-end holiday in
Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur or Bali?
Furama Hotels is offering 30 per
cent off its properties which includes
F u ra ma Xclusive Ocea n Beach,
Seminyak, Furama Bukit Bintang
and FuramaXclusive Sukhumvit.
You enjoy another 10 per cent off if
you sign up as a Furama member.
Book by Nov 30 a nd enter the
promotional code Y EF1516. The
promotion is valid until Feb 29, 2016.
Visit http://www.furama.com for
more details.
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Clinton St. Baking Company and Restaurant’s selection of humble pies and cakes. Photo: Clinton St. Baking Company & Restaurant

Why New York institution Clinton St. Bakery has planted roots on this little red dot
don mendoza

donm@mediacorp.com.sg

I

t makes more sense to open an authentic New York breakfast-andbrunch joint in Singapore than it
does to open one in Texas.
We’re talking about Clinton St.
Baking Company and Restaurant,
which recently opened only its third
outpost outside of the United States in
Singapore, its first in South-east Asia.
The other two are located in Tokyo and Dubai, launched in 2013 and
last year, respectively, and both have
proven to be successful, said cofounder Dede Lahman, who was an
editor and writer before becoming
a restaurateur.
Together with her husband chef
Neil Kleinberg, the pair have over the
past 14 years seen their humble eatery
grow from a small wholesale bakery
that served coffee at the front “just to
fill up the seats” into a Lower East Side
institution, reeling in the crowds with
a hearty fix of classic American fare
with a South-western touch.
Not everywhere in the US are consumers as fanatic about food as people are in Singapore and Tokyo, said
Lahman of their decision to grow their
business overseas, adding that it was
sometimes hard to get really good produce in certain parts of the the US.
“We preferred that New York be
the capital, because it is a very New
York flavour, New York-centric kind

of eatery. It doesn’t make sense to
bring a New York eatery to Texas,
but it makes sense to bring it to Asia.”
So confident were the couple in Singapore’s cultured palate that they made
the decision without first visiting the island city. “We are open in Tokyo, so we
have a huge Asian fan club, loyal fans.
And we just thought Singapore would
be the next natural progression because
it’s such a sophisticated food city. Singaporeans really love their food and
there’s a great food culture,” she said.
It helped that they have partnered
with another husband-and-wife team
who have businesses in Singapore and
Bangkok, where, incidentally, Lahman
said they plan to open their next outlet.
The staff here had to spend up to
six weeks training at the New York
City flagship “to keep the standards
really high”, the food authentic and the
process a lot less challenging.
“The most difficult part is translating the products and the recipes into another country where you may not get
the same eggs or the same chicken, but
our chefs who are brought to us to train,
they’re pretty experienced and know
how to source a lot of great products,”
said Kleinberg, who trained in classical
French cooking and has been working
as a chef for 38 years, since he was 19.
GLOBAL APPEAL

Still, it is rather amazing how something so distinctly New York — boasting a down-to-earth menu that includes
some of America’s best pancakes, ice-

Clinton St.
Bakery is at 31
Purvis Street.

box pies, waffles and fried chicken, and
some of the most marvellously savoury
buttermilk biscuits — has managed to
garner so much favour with a predominantly Asian market.
Lahman shared: “If you look at
our restaurant in Manhattan ... 75
per cent of the people in our dining
room are Asian. Not Asian-American
but visitors from Japan, South Korea,
Bangkok and China. (Only) 25 per cent
are American or European.”
That, she asserted, was proof
enough that Asia was the right place
to be. “We love Asian food; we love sushi, we love noodles and dumplings.
We love all things Asian because it’s
something we don’t do and we don’t
eat every day. And, in the same way,
Asians love American breakfast, they
love pancakes and waffles and eggs,
and milkshakes and biscuits and all
the things they don’t normally eat in
their lives,” Kleinberg explained.
“So it’s a swap lovefest,” Lahman
quipped.
“Truth is, one day we might expand
to Los Angeles, because it’s the other
coast and it makes sense for us,” she
added. “But the global thing happened
because people asked us, and we are
really going with who asks us.”
The couple do not have a list of preferred cities (though they did turn
down an offer in Paris), but they have
had numerous requests from all over
the world.
“It doesn’t belong everywhere. Because we have a great respect for the
tradition of Paris baking; and we don’t

think that American baking belongs
in Paris ... and we don’t need to put
our American baking, which is very
simple and humble, on display in Paris
for all of them to judge,” Lahman said
with a laugh.
The famously long queues at their
brand new Singapore outpost, which
began when the store had its soft
opening three weeks ago, is, nonetheless, a positive sign for them — even
for a market that is famously fad-hungry and fickle.
“Right now, we’ve been lucky; we
didn’t need to do anything,” she added. “But when you open a restaurant,
you don’t open so that you have lines at
the door. The intent is to create really
good, high quality food, delicious food
and give the best service that you can,
and then you just cross your fingers
and hope for the best.
“We are so lucky Singapore has
embraced us.”
But could this iconic New York
brand go beyond entertaining the curious and become a staple feature in
Singapore’s dining scene? “Yes, because you don’t have anybody else doing what we’re doing the way we do it,”
Lahman posited. “You may have other American restaurants, but this is a
real family-owned, boutique, momand-pop restaurant with fine highquality ingredients married to French
classical technique.
“It has a very unique menu that has
a lasting track record in New York as
an iconic number one spot. We are not
a chain.”

